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Dear Literary Agent,

Diagnosed borderline psychotic at seventeen, I tear through the veils that hold me back, dip my
toe into the ethereal, unseen stream, place my pen to the paper, and write my first poem, a love
poem…and a great, long journey of words begins.  Poems are born, and not everyday.  I write
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the voices, the imagery, and thoughts of my beloved. Running Thru Clouds:Pearls from the
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Born in the year 1960, I was one of the Baby Boom's last born babes.  Heavily influenced by the
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Being a child of divorce, I entered my teens with low self-esteem and commenced living a
promiscuous, untamed, partying lifestyle, hitchhiking alone, and participating in the usual hang
-ing out, sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll.  I write in lush detail of my poignantly unique experiences
with another reality and the struggles through much of my early life in relation to the divorce, my
classically distant mother, and the vast chasm that can existing within a soul.  I made it through
most of the malady in a few years with the help of my female psychiatrist Doctor Gandhi, but
was left with an assortment of residual effects.  I'm afraid I still had a good bit of healing to do.
Lovingly brushed with deep texture and all the contrast of devils and angels, the yarn is laced
through with my childhood faith as well as my hedonism.  I emerge from my tumultuous youth
and passage within the interior of a psychotic mental illness and darkly beautiful subculture with
profound philosophical and psychological insight.

After some time had passed, the ever flowing waters under the bridge, I finally find healing, and
a new spiritual light shown my way.  This is also mirrored in the increasingly seasoned works of
poetry that pour out my spirit swiftly and well formed as if giving birth, and add great breadth of
vision to the memoir.  In telling my story, I share some surprisingly, good old fashioned advice
considering my past…but we are all so much more than we seem.  The distinctly creative and
conceptual tome of 103,000 words and seventy-five original poems, will bless and transform the
reader.  It's a diary strewn with gems of expression that will intrigue and illuminate deep recesses
of the spirit and imagination. Reserved for addressing the agent personally and directly.
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Foreword / Prologue

Running Thru Clouds: Pearls From the Underbelly is the highly dysfunctional
memoir/autobiography of a late born baby boomer with a very unusual story to tell. It goes forth
hand in hand with a very seasoned and timeless message.  Be ready for surprises, striking
contrast, quirks, and some odd twists and turns.

Lawrèn DeLass is a conceptual visionary. For her book to be "word only" might be a
crime against nature.  Her story is given tremendous depth and texture by the endowment of her
poetry, illustrations, graphics, and her love of music, the stuff that's been such a significant
feature of her life.  It is an extremely transparent chronicle with an abundance of blessings
overflowing. J.C. Divine, Ethereal Publishing

In 1976 at the age of sixteen, I wrote my first so called real poem.  It was one
year before I suffered a mental fracture with reality and was diagnosed, "Borderline
Psychotic."  What was once known as a nervous breakdown is now called a "Major
Depressive Episode," but I use the word "breakdown" and other such expressions for the
sake of variety.  At that time, I thought of a poem as being a deeply creative work that
doesn't rhyme.  As a child I wrote several rhyming poems that my grandmother
encouraged and helped me with and kept neatly in a legal pad.  One was called, "Oh,
Grandmother, Oh, Grandmother."  This poem can be found after chapter six.  As I got
older, in my teens, I desired to write an afore mentioned real poem, but there was some
kind of definite creative block there.  I like rhyming and metered poems, and you will see
both types in my book, but I often feel less restricted within the guise of free verse and
lyric poetry rather than staying within the confines of the rhyming words.  A greater
insight of literary depths came after reading a book of poetry by a plain, John Lennon
looking woman with the glasses, name not recalled, who made reference in one of her
poems to a "lady's day moon."  I dug it.  Now I always think of that whenever I see a
moon in broad daylight.  Also being stoned in love with a fine, pony tailed, dreamy eyed
"Dead Head" didn't hurt the creative process either.  Yes, my first poem was a love poem.
I finally managed to push one out through the narrow birth canal that was my life.

Upon my decision to get all my written material revised and organized, I planned
to get my poems laid out into book form for the family if nothing else.  As I worked on
the poems this book just came streaming forth and practically wrote itself, and it just
snowballed from there.  It presented itself to my consciousness and was utterly conceived
and born.  To my mind these are some of the best works ones that just spring into life,
not contrived or manufactured at all.  I start the book with "Breakdown: The Sky is
Falling, The Separation, Music & Memories: 1969," and my first four poems, both
rhyming and not, from my early days with mental illness and the one written in
childhood.  Now that I am a more accomplished writer, I have edited and revised some of
my earlier works from what may have sounded "crazy" or like just plain, inspired garble.
It was highly gratifying combing through all this old material and finding some real gems
and diamonds in the rough.  I hope you enjoy reading them as much as I have enjoyed
discovering them.



I want to give special thanks to:

My Heavenly Father for all He is and does,
for His divine guidance, granting me the talent, and conceiving this book in me.

My Earthly Father & Mother who begat me, in particular Mother
for without whom I would not have had 'this' book.

&
My Son Devin for his practical advise and intuitive commentary.

Dedicated to:

All who read this book
May they be opened to change, getting free, and the joys of transformation,

like crawling kingsnakes with no eyelids and the shedding of skin.

My babies are dressed in there Sunday best.

Their anxious to come out and play.

Bowties, dresses, and patent leather shoes;

they want to be seen;

to sing you a tune;

they want to get down in the dirt,

but I won't let them,

not until service has ended

and they've changed into their play clothes.



Blood may be thicker than water,
but Spirit binds with eternal ties.



Running Clouds`10

When we lie
watching clouds drift by,
is it they being blown by the wind
or we who are moving?
Both perhaps.

This whirling, spherical ride is carrying us
right now, the very place we are,
1037 miles per hour!
faster than most jet planes.
Keeping us glued to the ground
so fast, yet securely fastened to this great ship,
we don't comprehend our traveling speed.

We rotate into night;
rise up to day, and high-five the sun
on this giant, spinning orb,
the lovely blue-green marble we call home;
ever evolving and revolving around the sun.
So perfectly timed and choreographed, the waltz
between mother earth and her man, the moon,
you never see his dark side,
only his bright and sometimes shy, sleepy mask.

From PEARLS & NUGGETS
THE POETRY

Appearing on the watery horizon,
I see a ship come into view;

coming closer;
growing larger,

until it's in plain site.
From a high enough zenith

or wide enough vista,
one may witness

the gentle, sloping curve of the earth.

Billions of stars hang dazzling
far from city lights.

The Milky Way looks like wisps of cloud.
Every night some fall with a streaking tail

and we wish.

Aurora Borealis;
Saturn's glistening rings;

the many moons of Jupiter,
and its gorgeous gas clouds;

all this glorious, dizzy spinning,
when will it ever end?

length of equator 24,901.55
divided by 24 hours in a day, one full revolution



CHAPTER: YARN 1

Breakdown
The Sky is Falling

ALTHOUGH THERE WERE signs a few years earlier that my mental and emotional
health was deteriorating, the break happened mid November, grade eleven but struggling,
shortly after turning seventeen.  I probably would have been better served if I got help
sooner, but that is neither here nor there.  One morning in homeroom class which just
happened to be used as a health classroom, I began to feel very scared, strange, and
rubbery…a feeling one might get after a surge of adrenaline is in decline.  I felt like I was
drifting and dissolving away.  I put my head down on the desk and when the bell rang to
go to class, I stayed behind, my head still down.  The teacher came over and asked me
what was wrong.  "I think I'm loosing touch with reality," I said.  I asked her if someone
could give me a shot to put me out?  "No, if they do that you will just have the same
problems to deal with when you wakeup," she wisely responded.  She then called the
school nurse and someone was sent to walk me to her office.

As the assistant and I walked, it felt as if I was entering a strange new world, very
surreal.  I told her I wanted my mother to walk with me.  Upon arriving to the office, the
nurse began to phone her at work. I interrupted saying, "Tell her I want her to walk with
me."  While lying on the office bed, I just kept staring up at the ceiling trying to decode
messages from the images popping out at me like constellations.  This fascination
continued through the thick of my illness, seeing imagery on walls and in patterns
everywhere.  Sometimes I would see a little finger scribble in the dust of a window or
marking elsewhere and believed it was a message left there just for me.  When mother
arrived, we were sent to the school counselor's office.  As she and I walked finally I
told her, "I wanted you to walk with me."  I think she said something like, "I am here, and
we are walking."

I was standing alone in the school's front hallway while mother spoke to the
counselor.  It was during classes, and a plain brainy looking guy was walking by with his
books.  I must have still been really bent because I stepped toward him with my arms
outstretched for a hug.  I was looking for some kind of comfort.  He stepped out of the way
of course, gave me a funny look, and just kept walking.  I must have told someone I was
hearing voices because after the counselor was informed, I was recommended to see an
interning psychiatric student in her final days of school but already a doctor.  She was
working for the outpatient unit of the city's mental hospital, but we were set to meet in an
office of another building.  She was an Indian woman.  Her name was Doctor Gandhi.



I Would Love`76

When I first met you
I was just a little girl;
an impressionable, sentimental,
and unaware little girl.

Your fetching face and form,
manifest royalty to me.
Your mysterious strange ways
got me tangled up inside.
Intrigued by your wisdom,
I became your rapt captive.

Thru my timid virgin shell,
you aroused my senses.
As we kissed
I absorbed every tender drop
of your sensitivity.
A look, a touch, a feeling,
never known before
until that fine summer day at your door.

But wait awhile for it to grow,
and I will make you see;
this twisted, thorny vine will loose
and flower's fragrance be.
I am ready for you now;
ready to know you
ready for you to know me
ready for your love.

From PEARLS & NUGGETS
THE POETRY

My First Two Poems

`77Young Maiden's
Folly of the Senses

Lie down in a meadow
of fresh wild flowers.

Sunny showers sprinkle on me
as I linger for hours.

My mind's high in heaven.
My spirit's set free.

I can feel nature's goodness
all around me.

Beneath a rainbow sky
till the sun dries the skin,
then mosey back the path

to where it begins.
How can I tell you

the joys I have seen?
Lie down in moist white light

violets and green.



CHAPTER: THREAD 2

The Separation

I WAS THE first born and only girl bestowed to a couple with no preference, only
that the child be healthy.  Paul was born two years later, then Jason, but in the meantime
and for the next few formative years I was showered with love by everyone, especially
dad.  The day I hopped up onto the two step cement porch to bound cheerfully through
the screen door of our new, small, blue-gray, ranch style home, I was stopped dead in my
tracks.  An ugly, brown wasp had landed right onto the glass face of my new, pink,
Cinderella wrist watch with pink leather band, creating one of those small yet long lasting
childhood memories.  After a few intense moments staring dead at the thing, it flew off.  I
was five then, but it occurs to me now, thinking about the wasp and who Cinderella
was…this was a perfect sign or omen of what was to come in my life.

The blizzard of '66 in New York state had snow half way up the picture window.
After the snow plows came, they left mountains of snow alongside the streets especially
at the corners of driveways and store entrances where it was pushed up from two
directions.  Pure white at first, we kids would scale the great, gray mountains getting
taller with each pass of the plow and turning dark with exhaust only to proclaim, "I am
the King or Queen of the hill."  Dad had a powder blue GMC truck.  There at the onset of
the storm, he took us kids out and pulled every stuck car we found out of the drifts.  He
was the hero of the day, and in our lives' in general.

When spring came, the spring of  '68, I was in the second grade.  I made my First
Holy Communion in a white and pale blue dress, white patent leather shoes and mantilla,
a triangular piece of lace worn on the head.  The ceremony was held in my hometown
catholic church called, "Holy Family."  Dad was an alter boy there when he was young in
the 1940s.  He helped carry rocks and watched men move heavy slabs and boulders to
make a large, complex shrine that still stands behind the old church.  It features a fountain
with water running down and through stone, flowers, and foliage, and the Holy Mother
standing high within a half shell type structure, built with the mortar and rocks they
carried.  To the side of the front church yard, it also boasts curved, natural, descending
steps that bring you down into the back where the shrine is.  There are walkways, slab
alters and benches, one or two more statues, and a few small pavilions for candle lighting.
After I made Communion, my picture was taken in front of grandparent's house and in
our front yard.  There at home I decided to walk up the block to show off for the upper



street neighbors.  I felt so special, proud, and loved that day, walking alone in my one girl
parade, a little queen, if you will.

As for how I got my name…mother, Maddy, was a big fan of Sophia Loren.  She
wanted to call me "Loren" with an accent on the "e" but she decided to spell it different.  I
was taught to use the accent mark since I was a child, but it's often over looked and many
people just simply call me "Lauren" as you would normally pronounce it.  The "w" just
makes it short for Lawrence, her great uncles name.

The following spring of 1969 when I was eight and in the third grade my parents
separated.  I would sometimes hear them argue at night after us kids went to bed.  I'm not
really sure what I felt when I heard them.  The best word I can think of is "disturbed" and
sad.  I  don't remember feeling guilty as people say, as if I caused them to breakup or
anything, but I must have had some security issues because I wet the bed and sucked the
first finger of my right hand until sometime in my seventh year.  The finger sucking was
most often accompanied by twirling my slick, cool, straight hair through the fingers of my
left hand.  Both parents told me I should quit, that I might get buck teeth.  When I made
up my mind to do so, at bedtime I put one of mother's shiny, golden metal lipstick caps on
my finger and it worked!  It was all mind over matter and sheer will power.

As dad has mentioned a few times, and I also recall…mom was usually sitting in
the kitchen while the rest of us interacted as a family in the living room.  I'm sure I knew
something was wrong when I solemnly cut their two small faces together from a photo,
then glued it perfectly into a small, gold, heart shaped locket I had.  They were just
growing apart, changing like everybody else in the late sixties.  Mother had fallen out of
love with him and wanted him to go.  He didn't want to though, mostly because of us
kids, I think.

The night dad left was sad and surreal.  I remember going to my bedroom and
sitting in front of my vanity mirror.  Reflecting back at me was a melancholy eight year
old girl, and I thought to myself…now I am alone, really alone.  In the few weeks
following his departure I had woeful, creepy visions of him when I went to bed.  He didn't
look much like himself in a black suit, white shirt, and thin, black tie.  He looked about
dead walking alone, sad and mournful under dark and gloomy skies.  Expressionless, he
just kept walking in slow motion night after night.  This was accompanied by a deep
feeling sorrow within me.  I could feel his pain.

I've come to find out only recently that dad suffered a severe, debilitating
depression during those two weeks after he left.  He was sharing a house/camp on the
river with two friends.  He drank and ate a little, but mostly he slept.  He rarely missed a
day of work, but here he didn't get up for two weeks.  Finally his two bosses came over
and told him they understood how he felt, but he was going to lose his job if he didn't get
himself together and come back to work.  This helped snap him out of the funk he was in,
and he went back to work.  But it wasn't quite over yet.

One night I was awakened by the sound of a low, slow paced knocking at the
door.  It was near dawn, about four or five in the morning when heard …knock …knock
…knock …as if trying not to disturb the peace or wake us kids, but it did, me anyways.  I
knew it was him.  Mom did her best to ignore it, but it just went on and on, so she finally
answered the door.  I could hear his voice.  He wanted to come back.  The conversation
was brief though, and she sent him on his way.  Fortunately for us, dad is a very dedicated



man when it comes to something he believes in such as his kids.  He paid sixty dollars a
week child support back then, twenty for each of us, until we each turned eighteen.  He
picked us up every Saturday at one-o'clock and brought us home about six for years,
except for the sporadic times he was hanging out having too much fun, had too much to
drink, or was just too hung over to make it; then, he'd call to let us know he wouldn't be
there.  And of course we saw him on all or most of the holidays.  We'd always be so
happy to hear his tires crackle and pop up the deep, stone, gravel driveway.  When he got
out of the car, I'd run and lunge up into his arms, wrapping my legs around his waist.
Instead of saying it himself, he had grandmother talk to me.  She told me I was too big to
be doing that anymore.  I was just about bowling him over.

Within the first few years after dad left probably due to loss of self-esteem by
both mother and I, in two separate instances I was stricken with an outward, unsightly
sign of the subconscious feelings of dejection.  On one occasion I developed a head full
of embarrassing rats nests and on the other, a row of four ugly blackheads running along
the groove of the right side of my nose.  I know I walked around in public with that head
full of tangles for at least two weeks, the same with the blackheads, maybe longer.  One
Saturday when dad finally got sick of looking at the blackheads he ran his finger along
them and scoffed, "Can't you do something about those?"  At home I told mother, and she
finally determined to eliminate the uncomely bumps, squeezing and digging with her
nails.

One evening mother and I went to see a play or recital that was taking place in my
school's auditorium.  We sat down in front of another young mother who lived behind
Grandma D's house.  I recall feeling very self-conscious with my hair full of snarls, and
I'm pretty sure she said something to mother, perhaps a suggestion as to how to get them
out.  Grandma D. recommended I use cream rinse.  The hair problem was resolved in an
hour long pulling, tugging, and detangling marathon with a brush and comb.

I remember one day being in a glum mood that matched the gloomy, overcast sky
as I walked up my little neighborhood street.  I was oddly holding a small bunch of purple
grapes right in front of my face, picking them off one by one and placing them in my
mouth to eat.  In my head I was imagining the neighbors peering out their windows with
pity and saying, "What a sad little girl."

In those early days after the separation dad sometimes took us to a rustic old roller
rink on the outskirts of the small town he was living in.  His place was a half hour away,
but we always enjoyed the ride in one of his ever changing vehicles the GMC truck,
Cadillac, Nova.  Onetime I got a small cut on my finger and was looking for something to
wipe the blood on.  He told me to use the leg of his slim, extra long, flare cut Levi's.
"That's what there for!" he insisted.  He got a kick out of me slapping my thighs and
belly, playing them like the were drums.  "You're a character," I heard more on more than
one occasion.  He taught me how to swallow a pill one day in the car, aspirin I think, the
hard way without liquid.  "You can do it!" he said.  "Just put it way back there, tip
your head back, and swallow."  I managed to get it down if memory serves me correctly,
bitter and bad tasting as is was.

Mom had to work fulltime after the separation and took a lot more naps on the
couch.  I'm sure her new role as a single mom wasn't easy.  I remember winter mornings
she'd warm up the pale yellow Falcon she called, "the Lemon," wipe and scrape the snow



and ice off the wind shield, and off she'd go!  On her day off, Wednesdays, when we got
home from school the house would be filled with the wonderful aroma of her homemade
sauce and meatballs for spaghetti.  We were use to coming home to a sitter or to an empty
house when we got a bit older and all the independence that came with it.  I remember
feeling torn between the fun of being on my own and mom being home with the
spaghetti.

When she was home, if not taking a nap, she was almost always in the same place.
Like the matriarch she was, sitting on her throne of a kitchen chair, drinking coffee,
smoking Vantage cigarettes, reading Cosmo, and sometimes talking on the rotary phone
that sat beside her on the counter.  She was always a little tense and high strung in her
nerves, a trait I sometimes see in myself.  Us kids were usually in the living room.  If we
roughhoused or got too loud yelling or laughing, she'd come in and spank us…at first
using a hairbrush, then later graduating to a wooden spoon.  Boy, did that sting!  We tried
the trick once where you put books in your pants.  It didn't work though.  She just pulled
them out.  As for me, these whippings had no bearing whatsoever on how I feel about
mother.  It was always the mental and emotional wounds that really hurt and mattered.

It has been said that brother Paul who was six at the time expressed his feelings of
grief when our dad left.  He fell behind in school and requested the comfort of a dog.  He
was also helped by a kind school counselor.  He didn't get the dog.  It just wasn't practical
for us at the time, but the fact he showed his emotions was great!  It is the healthy thing to
do.  Dad was a pretty fun loving, affectionate guy back then, but now we were only seeing
him once a week.  I on the other hand came off as the strong one.  My persona was more
like…I'm cool…I'm okay.  I buried a lot of my feelings.  This is part of what caused me
problems down the road.  The truth is…I was deeply affected by my father's leaving and
the separation possibly more than anyone.  Although we all somewhat lost our
father…I was left with mother, who just wasn't there for me.

It's said a girl needs her mother more or at least in different ways.  My brothers
didn't seem to need as much from her on an emotional level.  Their lives' have been much
smoother than mine.  If anyone was the "black sheep" that would be me.  When I was
younger I was something of the family glue, but that all subsided in my teens with the
swell of criticism that rose like a tsunami, and I just let go.  Maybe it was inevitable I be a
head case.  I just know I needed a lot more from my mother.  In her upbringing affection
and positive attention were things she knew little of herself, rendering her ill-equipped to
give.  I'm sure her own personal problems and inner demons along with the struggles of
separation and divorce were also responsible for her troubled maternal instincts and
distant demeanor.



Here is an eerie excerpt from the movie Into the Wild, produced by Sean Penn,
adapted from a book of the same name by Jon Krakauer, in which Christopher is reading
the poem, "I Go Back To May, 1937" to his sister from a book called The Gold Cell, by
Sharon Olds.  The backdrop is old black and white film depicting happy scenes of his
parent's graduation day.

"…They are about to graduate.
They are about to get married.

They are kids.  They are dumb.
All they know is they are innocent.

They would never hurt anybody.
I want to go up to them and say, 'Stop!  Don't do it!

She's the wrong woman.  He's the wrong man.
You are going to do things you can not imagine you would ever do.

You are going to do bad things to children.
You are going to suffer in ways you never heard of.

You are going to want to die.'
I want to go up to them there in the late May sunlight and say it.

…but I don't do it.  I want to live.
I take them up like male and female paper dolls and bang them together at the hips

like chips of flint as if to strike sparks from them and I say…
'Do what you were going to do…and I will tell about it.'"



CHAPTER: THREAD 3

Music & Memories1969

I WAS BORN in the year 1960, included in the baby boom all accounts.  According
to the U.S. Census "the boom" that started nine months after World War II ended in 1945,
didn't dwindle back down to pre-war norms until sometime in 1964.  This means that my
two brothers born in '62 and '63, and I are all boomers, albeit at the tail-end.  The
generation preceding mine has been called the "silent generation" and is known for their
conformity.  But those of whom made some noise and didn't conform, blew the roof off
the joint, effecting and entertaining not only their own generation but the next several.
Because this time frame, the last half of the last century is such an important part of
music history our going electric in the midst of this second renaissance and all the
changes it brought about the voices, songs, and music made throughout this era will
reverberate and live on to echo down the ages.

I was eight in the summer of 1969, not to be nine until late August.  Now
separated, mom was working in the cosmetics department of our small, upstate New
York, hometown mall's budget store.  It was just across the big four lane street that ran
through town, not far from where we lived on Olin Drive. The mall, built the same year I
was born, I later learned was one of the first enclosed malls in America.  Its name was
"Fairmount Fair."  No carpet in the early days, it had smooth, cool, gray, concrete blend
floors, later dappled with darker gray spots of gum.  Textured with deep cut grooves in
places for traction and on the three gentle inclines encountered as you traversed the full
length of the mall.  It was decorated with tall, fake, vine like trees planted deep within
large, white, smooth cornered, *sitable cubes and had flat, wooden benches throughout.

By summer dad was over his depression and looking to move on and have some
fun.  Mom got us a high school age babysitter named Debbie for the summer who was the
daughter of a couple mom and dad were friends with. Early on she read us The Lord of
the Flies which was probably required for school. Sometimes Debbie would walk us
across the creek that ran along side our dead end street and through a small field.  We'd
then all hold hands and run across the big, four lane street with no median to the mall.
Crossing the creek was easy at one place where there was the remnants of an old, broken
down, cement bridge.  Large blocks and chunks made it just a hop, skip, and a jump to



get across and into the small, overgrown field.  There in the field was a noisy, raucous
nightclub that burnt down to the ground only a year earlier.  It hosted wedding parties and
was loud but only on the weekends.  I was one of the people who spotted the fire.  I ran
home and told mother, "Hewitt's is burning!"  Before its demise, older neighbor kids
claimed you could find big money there on the grounds after events.  Before Hewitt's, the
small field was a duck pond.

We had lots of fun at the cool, air conditioned mall in our summer clothes and
sandaled feet, going into the black lit section of Spencer's Gifts, looking at posters and
checking out what part ourselves or what we were wearing would light-up.  Mom had a
funny story about her front, capped tooth glowing under a black light at a party.  We also
enjoyed the Hard Life Boutique, a head shop where we'd sniff incense and try out the
waterbed.  This was the same mall where later in my teens there was a game room called,
"The Carousal" that had air hockey, pong, pinball, and foosball, and I regularly tripped
into Hickory Farms to scavenge samples of dip, cheese, and tea.  My friends and I were
supposedly "lovingly" pursued and followed around quite often by these hippy looking
Jesus freaks with long hair and bible belts who'd have liked to taken us downtown to their
church. They'd separate and spread out in the mall, the men wearing the good book at
their hip like a gun in a holster, ready to pull out and BANG, you're dead.  The women of
the group wore tie-dye, patchouli, and long flowing skirts, slinging the Word like Annie
Oakley. We spoke to them at times, and other times we were just so annoyed by them
we'd run and hide, ducking out of sight.  In my early teens I bummed a lot of change at
the mall in order to make it to concerts, parties, or anything else I wanted to do.  One day
some guy handed me a peach and said, "Eat a peach."  It was shortly after the Allman
Brothers' EAT A PEACH album came out in 1972.  This was the last album Duane Allman,
the fantastically talented guitarist, slide player, nickname "Skydog" was to play on.  He
was killed during its recording in the fall of '71.  He was soon to turn twenty-five when he
suffered a horrific accident on his Harley Davidson Sportster upon colliding into a flatbed
truck carrying a lumber crane that mysteriously stopped in an intersection in Macon,
Georgia.  He died in peach country, but it was falsely rumored the truck was carrying a
load of fresh peaches, probably because the illustration on the front cover and inside
foldout shows an old truck carrying a giant peach.  The album was surely named in honor
of him though, and was also voted one of the best illustrated album covers of all time by
Rolling Stone Magazine in 1991 for its inside gatefold.  When asked, "How are you
helping the revolution," he replied, "There ain't no revolution, it's evolution, but every
time I'm in Georgia I eat a peach for peace."-Scott Freeman, Midnight Riders: The Story of
the Allman Brothers Band. But I was only twelve that day.  I didn't know.  A few years
later when I bought the album I went about my young, energetic ways dancing alone all
over the house to the song "Blue Sky" and a grab bag of others in freeform modern style.
Sometimes I'd be accompanied by brothers Paul and Jason on air guitar or drums,
jamming to "One Way Out," "Trouble No More," and other tasty tunes in the living room.

That spring of sixty-nine dad brought us to the small house/camp on the river in a
small town called Phoenix.  One of his house buddies there had a black cat named "dog."
In the dumpy little three bedroom camp the guys had a giant sized easy rider poster
hanging on a paneled wall in the tiny living room.  Dad had the biggest bedroom with
windows going across the whole front wall over looking the river.  An old, dilapidated,



wooden barn/garage had recently been torn down revealing a full size, solid copper,
antique, clawfoot bathtub, porcelain coated of course.  No one had the current means to
move it, so it just sat there for a time.  On the grounds there we kids found a seemingly
endless trove of dirty, antique, cork top bottles.  They were all shapes, colors, and sizes,
lying only slightly submerged in the dirt and mud.  Children may be hard pressed to find
even one of these bottles there today in this late day and age.  We brought them home to
mom, Maddy, where they were cleaned, collected, and displayed.  I believe this was the
beginning of her now well developed interest and collection of antiques.  She told us the
bubbles in the glass made them more valuable.  A newcomer to the camp, I also let a
catfish off the stringer that dad's roommate had caught, setting it free in a small, girlish
act of humanity.

In the third grade that year I met a heavyset girl named Robin who had moved in
next door to grandmother.  She was in my grade at the school, and we became fast friends
as we were both a little outcast, picked last for teams, the whole bit.  Like two peas in a
pod, I called us "skinny and fatty."  We were kicked out of the Brownies after school for
laughing and goofing off too much.  I use to see her attractive, older sister in their
backyard, sitting Indian style in the grass, strumming her acoustic, and singing Joplin
songs.  Her current name is Dawn Maracle.  She's been doing music all her life and has
now made a name for herself as a staple in the Austin music scene with her deep, clear,
bluesy vocals and phenomenal guitar talents.  Their cat had a litter and one of the kittens
became our family pet.  It was a calico kitten with a white background and large gold and
black spots.  I wanted to name it "Angel," but mom came up with the name "Patches"
because of her markings, and we all agreed.  Before school let out for the summer, I
learned about the birds and the bees.  Mother gave me the lowdown and basic mechanics
after asking her how babies are made.

Upon summer's full arrival dad and the guys were planning a big clambake bash
on the river.  It was a big northeastern tradition that's faded a bit since the mid seventies,
but there you can still buy big bags of cherrystone and littleneck clams at any grocery
store.  Us kids were there Saturday, the day before the party.  The small white house and
white fuel tank in front had already been painted all in rainbow colors by our babysitter
Debbie the day before.  There in tempera were puffy daisy flowers, peace signs, and
various other hippy imagery.  The air was abuzz with excitement over the impending
gathering.  Upon arriving that day dad changed into his cutoff jeans and dove
straightaway into the river.  A log sat high atop two extra tall saw horses where two
players would sit and try to knock each other off with sacks full of hay to the soft straw
below.  The following Saturday at camp all the ceilings had messages left on them in
black magic marker.  One of them was left by Beverly, my stepmother to be.  It said,
"Nick is mine" and was completely in character with her reputation of being a bit
possessive.  Beverley was into country music.  She was a full figured gal with frosted hair
and green eyes, and she claimed to be a witch.  Dad said it was the best party they ever
had there.

Prior to this year of great change for our family and "those nights" I heard mom
and dad argue, I also sometimes heard them and other people having fun enjoying the
occasional parties they threw.  On these exiting nights while lying sleepless in bed, I
developed a few mini fantasies for myself.  One was of me performing as a Go-Go dancer



for the party.  I can still remember the getup this pintsized fashionista made-up to wear: it
was those tight nylon stretch pants or leggings, dark blue, with the one cord running down
the front of both legs like a fake crease; a sparkly, white, sleeveless, nylon, mock neck
shell, and of course the white boots.  Sometime when between the ages of five and seven
father asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up to which without a moments
hesitation I exclaimed, "a Go-Go dancer!"  I often imagined my self running wild the
neighborhood looking like a young Michelle Phillips of the Mamas and the Papas,
especially the way she looked in the tub on the cover of their début album IF YOU CAN
BELEIVE YOUR EYES AND EARS with the white jeans, brown tank, and old, brown,
western boots.  I guess she was something of an icon for me.  I also had fantasies or little
ego trips of performing like this, singing and dancing on my elementary school's stage.
When dad would ROAR up into the parking lot on his motorcycle, I would hop on the
back to the crowd clapping and cheering us on!  Then we would THUNDER out of sight
like Peter Fonda and Nancy Sinatra in the Wild Angels.  In the mornings after these
parties the "boys" and I would eat the leftover chips and dip, munch on cheese twists,
popcorn, and other uneaten snacks from the night before.

Debbie the sitter sometimes had parties herself when mom went out at night.  She
made good use of our family's slim but meaningful record collection.  We had the Beatle's
RUBBER SOUL; a mix album of pop hits including the Kingsmen's version of "Louie,
Louie;" two Mamas and the Papas albums; two Streisand albums; dad had the sound track
album for the movie The Wild Angles; mom liked Aretha, Herb Alpert & the Tijuana
Brass, and Sergio Mendes & Brazil '66s' FOOL ON THE HILL, but she got the most play by
far out of THE DOORS self titled first album.  They were all spun on an old, six foot long,
wooden stereo console that took up a nook in our living room as a major decorative piece
of furniture.  The girls had a dance routine for the song "Back Door Man" and let me do
the steps with them.  Some folks just sat staring at the panels of dark walnut spaced
evenly with white wall showing between them saying, "far out" as they seemed to be
moving and pulsating in and out, forward and back, or waving as they said.  Debbie also
taught us the "mirror game" where you sit Indian-style across from someone while you or
they gracefully wave their hands creating designs and the other follows the movements.

In those days we'd see the occasional hippy popup out of the brush near the creek
at the dead end and walk up the Drive, or walking along the railroad tracks near
grandparent's house at sundown in a vibrant pink sky.  Debbie once took us to a meeting
in the woods down the creek a ways of a group known as the "Bajas."  Us kids had
already heard of the club and caught the occasional glimpses of them.  The gathering was
fun and exiting for us, but uneventful.  Those hot summer days with the sitter were spent
on bikes and drinking Kool-Aid me on my big, blue girl's bike the boys on their
Stingrays with tall handlebars, banana seats, sissy bars, and popping wheelies.  The sun
turned our lower backs so dark as to rival the skin color of another race, and the bathing
suit tan lines it left were all the contrast of a half moon cookie.  We whiled away the days
popping hot water filled tar bubbles with our bare feet; running to the bells of the ice
cream man, and I rocked the Hula Hoop.  We played in the rain, wallowed in the creek,
and took the occasional trip on an inner tube downstream a piece.

Down the creek the waters met with a large desert like area known as the gravel
pit.  It was really just an excavated piece of land, flat in areas, and pushed up into huge



mound of earth awaiting future development.  The gravel pit's color in summer was the
lightest of terracotta and its dust was often kicked up by folks on motorcycles and mini-
bikes.  Dad and I flew a kite there once that wound up getting caught in the only nearby
small tree. The great hill made for the most fabulous sledding on toboggans and flying
saucers alike…often stopping just before the big ditch, sometimes crashing in it, and if
you were really lucky, you got to experience the thrill of flying over it!  Children love
winter.  It's we adults who become disenchanted with its challenges.  In fair weather the
ditches throughout gave us our greatest source of pleasure: playing pretend scenarios;
finding and collecting great stones and rocks granite, isinglass, quartz, and the
occasional shell fossils.

Dad, already a biker, was racing and winning "scrambles," the milder beginnings
of motocross; hill climbs, enduro, and some flat track, in any and all local and regional
competitions he entered.  He was a local legend.  In his room at camp that year where I
enjoyed playing his housemates bongos, we kids counted fifty-two first place trophies that
were standing all over his room, on a dresser, on shelves, the windowsills, and floor, not
to mention the races he took prize money for instead.  They were all won on his trusty
BSA motorcycle made by Birmingham Small Arms, a gun company, then later on a
Harley Davidson Sportster he bought that year.  He always raced the number seventeen.
After he gave up racing and retired to street riding, he put more time into his custom
designs, decking them out in chrome, pinstripe, and flame.  He would always lend a hand
to his fellow biking friends and them out with his great mechanical ability, design insight,
and the knowledge of metal work he gained being employed forever at a machine shop.

After one fine day of racing, he brought me home the head of a huge sunflower
which sat for a time in our cellar.  He also once gave me an old, gray, shrunken, worn out,
short sleeved sweatshirt with black banding at the edge of the sleeves and round neck.  At
the center front was some groovy black font work filling in and forming a circle that read
"Tune in, Turn on, Freak out!" a significant twist on the words of the late Timothy
Leary.  What parent wants a t-shirt telling their kids to dropout?  On top of that he gave
me a black iron cross pendant on a silver neck chain that hung right in the middle of the
circle design.  It was perfect!  I felt so cool!  Back then we shot the peace sign to many a
passer by, especially bikers.  A few years later brothers Paul and Jason, who were
jumping ramps and doing all sorts of stunts on their bikes, would go to the Sears at the
mall to buy motorcycle handle grips and other assorted parts, vying to make their bikes
more maneuverable and more like dad's motorcycle.  They were building what were
essentially some of the first BMX bikes.

I had a wee childhood romance going on with Debbie's younger brother, Donald,
who was my age.  I recollect us sitting in their backyard tree just talking and nothing
more, but the little person chemistry was definitely there.  Debbie, one of six children,
had an older brother John who had one of his own brand of party in their backyard that
year.  They built what I think was the biggest bonfire I've yet seen and blared the song
"Fire," by Arthur Brown.  I remember seeing that dirty, old number 69 spray painted
about and on the trunks of trees.  As the season was drawing to a close I was about to turn
nine.  It was the summer of Woodstock and a certain magic hung thick in the air.  I
happened to be in Seneca Falls the week of Woodstock visiting relations and watched my
older cousin, Colleen, take off for the three day concert.  Most of my farming and cooper



ancestors are from across this northern corridor between the two largest finger lakes,
Seneca and Cayuga, and up to Lake Ontario.  Dad and a group of biker friends talked
about making the trip south to Bethel for the festival, but their plans never came to
fruition.  He later told me he regretted not going, particularly after hearing how big the
turnout was.

I recall seeing a flyer for another rock event that summer.  There on the paper
through the eyes of my young years I read: "The Guess Who, Bread, and The Band will
be performing in concert!" The what?  The who?…I thought.  How strangely odd and
simple are these names.  "Bread, hmmm…sounds like something I put peanut butter and
jelly on.  Guess Who?...that sounds like a game I play. The Band?…now, that's just
weird!  And there were many other band names like that: The Doors, Cream, Yes, The
Who, etcetera.

Lying in the darkness of my bed with an AM transistor radio plug in my ear, I
heard about man's first steps on the moon.  And at the end of this year of big happenings
for both America and in our personal lives, dad arrived on Christmas Day to the house he
once lived in bearing gifts.  For me it was a musical Christmas.  He brought me a set of
wooden bongo drums, maracas, a tambourine, and a quite high quality, diamond needle
stereo/record player I used until I was twenty-six.  He also gifted me with eight fashion
rings, one for each finger.  I was into rings that year and he knew I loved jewelry.  I was a
bit of a jewelry freak back then and still am.  When I was five, I found a little, golden
heart necklace adorned with an enameled rose in my small, velvet lined, burgundy
jewelry box, and it was on like swans on pond.  At mother's suggestion us kids got dad
Arlo Guthrie's 1967 album ALICE'S RESTAURANT, namely for the "Motorcycle Song." "I
don't want a pickle…just wanna ride on my motorsicle."

Five years later when I was fourteen, dad gave me the LIFE magazine that covered
the Woodstock experience.  Shortly there after I proceeded to cut it up and make a rather
nice multiple montage design for three back panels that double-folded for what was to be
a mini album cover about the size of our current CD covers.  The gatefold would be one
montage to spread across the entire inside.  I also made three black India inked discs,
black on both sides.  After cutting out circles from a Peter Max design that had white
stars against a blue background to be center labels, they resembled very small records to
slip inside. (seen at the top of this piece) The front cover was a country scene with a golden
sun rising over and illuminating a field that had a hand and wrist breaking through the
ground and giving the peace sign.  This was some years before the 1979 Bad Company
song, "Rock 'n' Roll Fantasy" that says, "the music's so loud…you can hear the
sound…reachin' for the sky…churnin' up the ground."  The middle back panel was a
Peter Max illustration with a red background and two profiles facing each other but with
some distance between them.  They seemed to be communicating "mind to mind" or with
their eyes as depicted by the designs.  And the fold in right panel was a placid pond
surrounded by pink and white flowery trees and bushes and had a small magazine cutout
of the word "PEACE."  The inside foldout was the Woodstock collage of wet and muddy
people dancing, trying to keep dry or diving right in.  I later gave the cover art to Rick
Buck, a young man who would play a big role in what was to come in my life, but I kept
the discs for some reason.  Could this have been an insight into the future of the twelve
inch, Long Playing vinyl record the thirty-three a third revolutions per minute album



shrinking in size to our present day compact disc?  I don't have any regrets about turning
the rag into piecemeal, but I imagine it would be worth a pretty penny today.

When I was very young dad and mom had a big stack of 45 records.  One day dad
gave them to me and entertained me with them for a while.  The only ones that really
stuck with me were Buddy Holly & The Cricket's, "Everyday;" The Everly Brother's,
"Bird Dog;" and "Daddy-O," by The Fontane Sisters.  Concurrent with this he also taught
me that a "cat" or a "cool cat" was a guy and a "chick" was a girl.  Still in all, my deepest
childhood musical connection was with RUBBER SOUL.  Back in '65, '66, I vaguely
recollect the big hubbub about Dylan going electric.  My favorite songs on AM pop radio
in 1969 were Tommy Roe's, "Dizzy" as I sat in my Krazy Kar in the basement singing
this song and spinning in circles, and the more edgy tune, "I'm Your Venus," by Shocking
Blue.  I remember hearing "Somebody to Love" and being immediately captivated by the
deep, powerful voice of Grace Slick.  And the song, "White Rabbit" with lyrics about
Alice in a Wonderland and a pill that "mother gives you" a child's ears would naturally
be drawn; likewise the spooky Doors' song, "The End" that says, "and all the children are
insane… WAIT-ING FOR THE SUM-MER RAAIIN!"

The whole family went downtown to a bookstore in '66 or '67, in our maroon,
1964, Ford Galaxy 500 XL.  We came back with some books and two or three groovy
posters.  Dad may have even gotten that cool sweatshirt there.  The poster that wound up
gracing my closet door was a memorable one.  Upon a white background, at the top of the
poster was large, purple lettering in a curly yet sophisticated, serif typeface that spelled
out the word "LOVE."  Below was a big, bright red, graphic heart with a jagged crack
halfway down the middle.  But my favorite part of the poster was that it donned a real
band-aid right on the crack of the broken heart.  In my twenties I once reproduced the it
on a card for a boyfriend.  He loved it.

Dad always liked rock "Light my Fire" by The Doors being one of his all time
favorites.  But that year at camp he played a lot of the song "Macarthur's Park," by
Richard Harris.  Back then he was kind of deep.  He really listened to songs for the
meaning and asked me if I knew what they meant.  If I didn't know, which was most of
the time, he'd then explain it to me.  One of the songs we mulled over a bit was the highly
discussed, elusive and mysterious song by The Band, "The Weight" "Take a load off
fanny (or Annie.)" They never published the official lyrics. If you ask me, it's basically a
song about road weariness. Of course he told me the "load off fanny" was poop, which
was basically the truth. But try packin' these multiple meaning equations into your peace
pipe and smokin'em.  You might just see the song in a whole different light: NAZARETH,
PA = home of Martin guitars; BED = rest, sanctuary; MISTER = the music business;
FANNY & "THE WIEGHT" = divine retribution, karma, (fanny) a British term for female
genitalia, a woman or women in general; CARMEN = an opera character, a "temptress"
who leaves him with hell to pay; MISS MOSES = groupies or women of the road; 1ST

LUKE = penis; 2ND LUKE = he himself; JUDGEMENT DAY = climax, divine retribution;
ANNA LEE = another young women; CRAZY CHESTER = "The Draft," Uncle Sam; FOG
= pleasure, drugs, intoxication; RACK = military bed; DOG = soldier and his gun;
CATCH OR "EVADED" A CANNONBALL = (evaded) a grenade or other weapons of war,
(take on) more "weight," a train or ride out of town; BAG IS SINKIN' LOW = heavy



with "the weight."  Dad also gave me a copy of the Desiderata that had a prominent place
on my closet door after the love poster came down.

He played music at camp and on the road, so I was already familiar with
Steppenwolfs' music.  I have intense memories of the "The Pusher," originally written and
recorded by Hoyt Axton, and it's snaking intro being played loud and proud and
climaxing with the words, "And I'd kill him with my bible…my razor, and my gun!"
When "Sookie, Sookie" started to play, I always felt just a little uncomfortable in my little
girl frame.  My childhood mental image for the song "Born to be Wild" was of a long
haired, naked woman flying gracefully with her arms outstretched like a plane, high
above a nature scene of mountains, pine, sun and sky.  I wanted to paint it, but was
discouraged by mother due to it's graphic nature.

At the age of twelve I bought my first album at the mall's music store.  It was
Steppenwolfs' THE SECOND. It had the classic full version of "Magic Carpet Ride," and I
loved the *rootsy, to the bone sound and changes of John Kay's original "Blues Suite."  It
was some food for my soul.  They are just one of the many artists that makes the music of
this time period so good.  It was the "Classical Rock Era."  Just about everything that
came down the pike from Rock's inception to about 1980 was classic.  The magnificent
breakout period we saw between the years 1961 and 1971, or thereabouts, we will never
see the likes of again.  By the time I was thirteen mom had added these albums to our
"house" assortment: The Beatle's, LET IT BE; Paul McCartney's first solo album,
McCARTNEY; Joe Cocker's, MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMAN; the rock opera JESUS CHRIST
SUPER STAR which was my favorite album for a time, and I received Rod Stewart's
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY for Christmas one year because I wanted the song,
"Maggie Mae."

At home in my room, age thirteen, I smoked part of a joint a friend had sent me in
a letter through the U.S. Mail.  I then laid down on my bed, lights out, to enjoy "Magic
Carpet Ride."  Mother was home, and I don't know what made me think she wouldn't
smell the grass! my being young and naïve I guess.  Anyways, she opened the door,
switched on the light, and busted me, interrupting what could have been a beautiful ride.
I explained to her about the mailed joint, and I was promptly grounded for a month.

My next three album choices were influenced by my association with Rick.  They
were The Grateful Dead's, AMERICAN BEAUTY; Joni Mitchell's, FOR THE ROSES, and the
Allman Brother's, EAT A PEACH.  I didn't roll with the whole disco thing.  I thought it to
be all so superficial and surface.  And I guess that was the point.  I love certain elements
of all kinds of music but have a special affinity with many kind of "Roots" music, and I
now like throw a bit of gospel into the mix.  Needless to say, in the early seventies I
became completely submerged in the sights and sounds of my elders and the late sixties
as well as the music of the day.  But I've always held the music of the late sixties far and
away nearest and dearest to my heart.



Poetry is alive because . . .

It is a medium of vision and experience.

It is not necessarily comfortable.

It is not necessarily safe.

When a society

is afraid of its poets,
it is afraid of itself.

A society afraid of itself
stands as another definition of hell.

 Lenore Kandel



CHAPTER: YARN 4

About the Purple Haze
"Thoughts are things…endowed with bodies and breath and wings."

Henry Van Dyke

THERE WERE A lot of happenings and other funky things that went down before the
episode I had in school and in the first several months that followed…most of which were
the goings on in my head.  I'm sure smoking cannabis and some limited experimentation
with other drugs contributed to my eventual going over the edge.  Other than a rare few
occasions I never bought marijuana or any other drugs for that matter.  It just always
seemed to be around and friends would get me high.

There were two things that mentally and emotionally took place prior to me loosing
grip with reality.  I was most definitely loosing touch with the real world for the better part
of a year before I realized something might actually be wrong and broke down at school.
The two things were: losing my sense of identity, or the realization I never really had one,
and some kind of emotional disconnect.

Late summer, we had just moved to the next town up from the house I was raised in
from the ages of five to sixteen.  It was shortly after mom entered her second marriage to
Bruce, but we remained in the same school district.  Bruce was a used car salesmen and a
longtime trumpet player for a local Dixieland/Jazz Band.  While with us he also joined and
played with a newly formed jazz/rock/blues combination group they named, "Slow Burn"
that fronted a female vocalist.   He was a fan of Louie Armstrong and Chuck Mangione and
he brought more of the wonderful jazz/rock marriage of Chicago and Blood, Sweat & Tears
into our lives with the likes of their self titled second album, THREE, and FOUR.  He favored
Chicago, but I was already a fan of B,S&T with the songs "Spinning Wheel" and "You've
Made Me So Very Happy" from AM pop radio and one of my greatest childhood favorites
"And When I Die."  In more recent times I found their very first album, CHILD IS FATHER
TO THE MAN, to be a real treat with Al Kooper as leader and the occasional lovely vocals of
Steve Katz.  A poem by Gerard Manley Hopkins was the inspiration for the title, the quote
slightly adapted by Hopkins from an earlier poem by William Wordsworth.

So there I lay in my cold, new, undecorated room, starting out in an unfamiliar
school the big, bad high school, sophomore year as it was in the state of New York.
Like a trigger, big changes seem to jar things loose.  I remember sitting alone at the dinning
room table of our new A-frame home.  There alone at the table, I dropped my head into my
hands and just started wigging out, shaking my head as I realized I had no idea who the hell
I was and thought…I must be having an "identity crisis."  Who I might have been at the



time was just a blur, not at all in focus.  This uneasy feeling lingered a few days as I likely
slipped deeper into my own world and the unknown.

The next big thing I recall was finding out a guy I knew from school named Greg
had killed himself.  He was one grade level higher than me.  We didn't "go out" or know
each other well, but we got stoned once or twice in the field next to school.  I was at his
family's small apartment once where he showed me a creation he'd made with an old sand
dripping set, all different colored hardened mountains and such.  Some months later while
sitting in a chair outdoors he leaned two of the legs back up against a tree, put a gun to the
roof of his mouth, and pulled the trigger.  When I heard the news in class, it was totally
surreal! I was numb no real feeling.  I knew it was sad, but it was like I was in another
world or a bubble looking out from the inside.  And I guess I was.  I could hardly believe it!
I was looking around the class and caught the bright, crystal clear, blue eyes of a sweetheart
who was scrunching his eyebrows.  Tom Clary was an in school flirtation since the eighth
grade.  We went on a double date once that nothing ever came of, but we were still attracted
to each other.  I thought his eyes or inner voice were harshly sneering, "What's wrong with
you?! What's wrong with you?!"  I couldn't handle it.  I quietly got up and walked right
out in the middle of class.  I didn't go back for the rest of the semester and lost that English
credit.  My out of sorts, tripped out, detached mental reaction to this news is a strange
memory for me.

In the very beginning the voices were in the style of a running commentary.  In other
words, a conversation was being held about me.  I wasn't part of it, although they did speak
to me sometimes.  I just didn't answer back.  They were on the outside looking in.  When I
think back hard on it, I realize the conversation I was first hearing was being held by two
soft, gentle, always kind voices of a male and female.  I could here them with crystalline
clarity as they spoke to each other about me, making comments on what I was doing and
asking each other questions.  "What is she doing?"  "I think she…, and is she…? she this
and she that."  One thing they said to me a lot was "I see you perfectly." Well, I'm glad
somebody did because I sure didn't see myself very clearly at the time.  I remember them
once saying in a soft, feathery tone, one to another and the male in response, "She's a
grateful…  I can see it in her eyes."  I thought this pertained to my being a fan of the
Grateful Dead, but I now think it might have had a more spiritual meaning.  It felt like two
large, loving minds interested in, and nurturing, minute by minute, my infinitesimal little
speck of undeveloped consciousness, sometimes at a vague far off distance and other times
more up close and personal.

One night alone in my room I loosely enacted a love spell found in a book called,
People Need Spells by the late famous Witch Sybil Leek.  Sitting on the floor with my
candle lit and in the midst of chanting I heard a male voice say, "Okay, you got me."  It was
Rick, the recipient of my summons and my fantasy man, all be he a real man.  Thus began
our years long mind to mind conversation, or so I thought.  But later that night I remember
my mind kept repeating the words…I'm sorry…I'm sorry, as if apologizing for the contact.
I heard Rick kindly say, "Don't say you're sorry."  After the spell was cast, the voices
became Rick's voice and later the presence of my father as well.

Dad's presence was a warm, understanding manifestation though very slight of
words.  He was not always present though, and would come and go.  In one early vision of
dad I saw and felt him attempting to tighten these large, imaginary, flathead screws.  I could



feel them tightening at my temple.  He, being a mechanic, was attempting to fix something
that was broken, to make me better, and was play on the old expression, "to have some
screws loose," I suppose.  The community in my head was pretty tight knit, just Rick's
voice and sometimes the awareness of dad's figurative, watchful, yet illusive eyes and rarely
an outsider.  I didn't understand what was happening to me.  This was just my reality.
When high on pot, I felt closer to Rick, and the auditory hallucinations were somewhat
stronger.  Though I know it pulled me further and further from the real world, it was where
I wanted to be.  "On the line" was the term I used for being engaged in a conversation in my
head, a conversation I completely believed was really happening.  I would wander and sit
alone for hours, laughing aloud when he said something funny.  During this period I was
pretty introverted around my friends especially when stoned.  Randomly laughing to
myself, it took some time for them to get the picture of what was going on with me and that
I was "on the line" talking with Rick.

Deep within the quite moments of bedtime Rick's voice came through in a whisper
and his channel or "line" had a soft, fuzzy, static sound in the background.  He called me by
a pet name that he spoke time and time again, ever so sweet and sensuously into my
slumbering ear.  It was "baby-woman."  I believe this speaks to the highly underdeveloped
state of my awareness, ego, self-identity, and stunted emotional and spiritual growth.  One
night Rick slowly recited a diminutive poem that didn't feel at all as if it was of my own
creation or like it was coming from within me.  Similar to the old Bobby Vinton song,
"Over the Mountain, Across the Sea," but different.  It went like this: Over the river, across
the sea, there is a girl who's cutout for me, and a beautiful girl she will be.

I only truly visually hallucinated a few times.  Auditory hallucinations are far more
common in mental illness than visual ones.  After a night of drinking and smoking the
weed, I sat at the end of my bed.  There I began to see
brightly colored patterns and designs before my eyes.
They were as if in the air in front of me…like I could
reach out and wave them away.  I have also seen some of
the blending, trails or tracers, and the patterns associated
with hallucinogenic drugs on a few trips I took.  I tripped
no more times than the number of my fingers and my toes,
a number closer to fifteen I believe, and more so after the
main part of my illness than before or during.  I noticed
my friends at the time taking steps to keep the stuff from me.  I preferred taking
mushrooms, extracted mescaline from the peyote button, or the button itself when they
were around, but all these types of hallucinations were a separate matter from the illness.

On the other hand, almost nightly while in bed I would see similar psychedelic
designs and other vivid pictures in my mind's eye brightly hued patterns, photographic,
animated, and various other imagery neon even.  Rick told me it was "cosmic."  "It's
cosmic," he whispered smooth as velvet into my dozing head.  So from then on I always
called it "cosmic" something like the cosmic art of Peter Max or a colorful kaleidoscope.
Sometimes I saw words…like pages of word I couldn't read because it wasn't there long
enough.  Other times when I saw fewer words, a sentence or less, I could read what they
said.  I believed that others could give me or project cosmic…especially after "the line"
became like the days of early phone, a "party line."



It was one fine day at the A-frame while talking to Rick on the line it occurred to
me in an angst ridden flurry Oh, My God!…if I can talk to and hear him in my
mind…then what about other people?!  Oh, No! mom, dad, the neighbor, my
friends…they can all hear and see me too?! "Hi Lawr," said mom. "Lawrèn…what's
going on?" dad inquired in his deep tone.  I heard my friend Kim's voice say, "Hey Lawr,
how's it goin'?!"  Any person I thought of I could hear.  I believed they could see me and
knew my thoughts.  It was something like ESP or telepathy out of control.  I was really
wiggin' and bent out of shape for about a week until I settled down and kind of got used to
it.  No longer was it just Rick and sometimes dad on the line.  Now it was anyone and
everyone I thought of.  Nonetheless, after I realized I could converse with anyone and got
use to it, I still kept mostly to a regular few people, mostly Rick.  When I thought of
mother, she said nothing.  An image would popup for her like a non-talking head.  In the
picture her eye glasses would always be fogged up or grayed out as if blind.  She was the
only person who had an image icon come up like this, so I never stayed on the line with her
due to her lack of communication.  So, the voices started out vague and far off, then pulled
in ever closer becoming Rick's voice, and eventually turned into multiple voices though like
I said these multiple voices weren't active all the time.  All these stages of the voices
changing happened before I ever even met Doctor Gandhi.

It was at this time another strange habit was developed, an outcome of this mental
invasion of privacy this penetration of the membrane of my reality.  I began using the
bathroom and taking my showers in the dark.  I didn't want everyone I thought of to see me
naked!  This peculiarity went on for a month or two until one day I think mom caught
onto what I was doing.  I was taking a shower when she opened the door, reached in her
hand, and flipped on the light.  This seemed to kind of snap me out of it, and we haven't
spoken of it since.

Onetime I heard a soft yet impassioned female voice boldly proclaim, "I like color:
I like light!"  I was then shown a series of extremely bright, mostly silver and red shiny
metallic images, rather Christmassy as I recall.  I also started hearing music in my head
quite clearly like a radio, the strings and notes of guitars like Hendrix and Garcia songs
and sounds created or sent my way through the airwaves of the mind.  I believed Rick to be
the author and creator of many of my dreams, projecting them onto my mental screen while
I slept.  He was like some kind of god to me!  We played a game he taught me that involved
us holding hands, spirit hands.  I would feel the warmth of his hand and fingers moving and
intertwining with mine, and I would do the same.  And there were many other things that
occurred back then that seem to defy explanation.

A few smaller but regular happenings were: I would often see a tiny spark of white
or colored light.  One side of my head and face would warmly tingle and sometimes other
upper body parts, neck, arms, back.  Occasionally I'd hear one continuous mid pitched note
in one ear, an oooh sound similar to the one the TV makes when the station is off air, but a
little higher and more concentrated, or my eardrum would beat or rattle.  Sometimes I heard
the oooh sound when I thought someone didn't want to hear me anymore, using it to tune
me out.  In public places, downtown or at a carnival, I'd often hear the metallic sound of a
coin landing near me.  About half the time I'd look down and see a penny, but often not.
When I looked around, no one ever looked suspicious or took responsibility for tossing the
coin.  I've heard of "pennies from heaven," but I usually took it as some kind of insult that



someone was tossing a penny at me, saying I was cheap.  Occasionally someone, even a
stranger, would say some random thing out loud that seemed to be in response to or
validating precisely what I was thinking.  I mean strange little things, not just that they
sensed or guessed my thoughts in a natural way.  This could at times be embarrassing, other
times not, but always it further confirmed my belief my thoughts were being read.  When
my stomach made noises, for a time I actually thought they were talking to me trying to
amuse me or make me laugh.  If I felt a sharp, quick, mystery nerve pain or prick, I might
think someone was mad at me and giving me the pain.  And a few times I caught the
strongest whiff of sawdust or incense when there was none of it around to be found.

I had a soft cover book about an inch thick on the subject of astral projection.  Back
then I was interested in the Occult and New Age movements.  In those days I thought this
"astral projection" was an ability most grown people possessed.  To leave one's body flying
free, high above the hills and trees, only to arrive at the destination of choice and move
through walls to spy out the situation, seemed to be the dream.  I occasionally thought I was
being visited by a floating, disconnected spirit guest, just another manifestation of my belief
I was being watched.  The most frequent visitor being Rick, of course.  I read parts of the
book and tried to leave my body time and time again and just couldn't do it no matter how
hard I tried, not even close.  So in turn I felt inadequate because I couldn't do what I thought
everybody else was doing.  I still wonder and don't know the truth of the matter.  It didn't
help that at one of the first churches I attended in the Nineties, a young, long haired, kind
and wise beyond his years youth pastor, told me that when he was in high school he knew a
girl that had Wiccan or Pagan ancestry who taught a small, select group how to do just such
things, and that he had done all this various esoteric stuff like outer body travel himself.

A year earlier upon entering my last year of junior high, my freshmen year, there
was an appeal and early warning sign.  I was truly concerned when I sat down and related to
mother in a serious tone that I was feeling very uncomfortable and uptight at school, in the
hallways and in class, and I told her, "I think I might need help."  She says she
recommended I see the school guidance counselor.  If I did see one, nothing ever came of it.
I'm not sure about back then, but these days school counselors deal with academic issues
and are not licensed to give therapy or even educated in psychology.  I think the name
"counselor" throws people off.  I would like to see that title changed to academic "advisor"
 anything but counselor.  I showed mother my first love poem to which she had nothing
to say.  I know my first attempts weren't all the best.  I asked her to read the poem, "Locked
Up and Twisted," found on page 00.  After giving it a brief glance, she claimed she couldn't
handle the subject matter and wouldn't read it.  The poem is about guilt, drugs, and virtually
obvious psychosis. "…Locked up and twisted with guilt and the dope that clouded about
my head.  Then the people began to talk to me as they had many times before.  From all
around me come the whispering voices in my mind…"  Still, help was not forth coming.

As a result of my newly acquired awareness due to the psychotic break and its
outflow, new feelings as well as old ones were floating up to the surface.  Aside from some
of the more positive sensations and information I was receiving, former queasiness was
turning into flat-out guilt.  Earlier dislike was ripening to hate.  It was the first time I ever
felt that much rage and anger towards mother.  I kept it contained for the most part though,
except for one or two momentary, hands raised, slapping outbursts that erupted
simultaneously between she an I.  I didn't hang on to the feeling…but it has come and gone,



off and on throughout the years though not with same force and intensity it had when it first
arose.  I had an idea that might help release some of my general anger and rage.  I wasn't
thinking about mother, but I thought I'd try a makeshift therapy I thought up similar to
pounding a pillow, but instead of a fist, a steak knife I'd wield, and an old stuffed animal
would receive the blows.  After only one or two less than passionate strikes through the
golden/orange fur and stuffing, I determined the action held no relief for me, and it kicked
against my moral and esthetic sensibilities.

In the days just prior to my meltdown at the high school, now in my junior year, I
remember repeatedly being filled with fear and anxiety in the stairwells at school.  I would
freeze up on the steps petrified feeling if I took another step up or down I might fall
off into oblivion.  I was recently told by an old acquaintance of mine, "I remember one day
in high school you came into a class where we were all watching a movie in the dark and
started pulling up all of the shades in the middle of the movie.  The teacher politely
escorted you out.  I thought you were f 'd up on acid or something…"-Candayce Shaw.  I
only very vaguely remember this, but it really took me aback to hear so vividly just how far
"out-there" I could be at times.  Also just prior, one night in my hometown, I caught a
severe case of poison-ivy on my behind after using the great outdoors as a restroom at a
bonfire party in the woods.  It was at a place up in Fairmount Hills people called the Castle.
It was really just a cement platform, the base of an old, torn down house, high on one side,
lower on the other, and it was my first and last time there.  It was dark when I got there and
entered the platform on the low side, so I had no idea the other end had this steep drop off.
When I needed to take a leak, I sat on the edge of the structure to drop off, and when I did, I
hit the ground below hard SMACK, about seven or eight feet.  It was there I caught the
poison ivy.  I then edged my way up to the shorter end where a friend, Danny, gave me a
hand up.  The next week at school my art teacher who was a tall, older, and somewhat
strange woman, planted seeds of distress when she misinformed or over informed me I
could die of poison-ivy if it got into my bloodstream.  After school at the Chatfield's house,
I had a panic attack.  I was indulging myself by scratching the thick, oozing rash of poison-
ivy when I remembered what the teacher said.  Suddenly I became frightened I was going to
die.  Nervous and shaking I made a quick decision to dial a friend's number who's father
was a doctor.  The Doc told me, "No, you're not going to die, and that I'd be fine."  As I lay
on the couch calming my nerves, I felt very loose and limp and once again "rubbery," as if
my limbs were detached from my body like a marionette.

That night at home I had a shaking attack in my bed.  I stood at mother's bedroom
door and told her, "I'm starting to feel bad again."  She'd already been informed about what
happened earlier.  I laid down and began to shake something like an epileptic seizure.  She
sat at my bedside and told me to think of pleasant things like a warm beach, the sun, the
sand, and the waves.  I shivered and shook for about five minutes, then finally began to
relax.  The next day mother brought me to the family doctor and told him that I'd been
feeling "anxious."  He referred us to Saint Joseph's Hospital Outpatient Clinic, the hospital
where I was born, and we made an appointment.  In the interim I had the breakdown at
school, so we never made it to Saint Joe's.



From PEARLS & NUGGETS
THE POETRY

My Third Poem

      Locked Up & Twisted`77

I saw him again,
this time like a dream;

a hazy, romantic, mysterious dream.
My mind filled with the fantasy and illusions

I loved from the past.
High on Maryjane,

I was locked up and twisted
with guilt and the dope

that clouded about my head.

Then the people began to talk to me
as they had many times before.

From all around me
come the whispering voices in my mind.

When without a word uttered from my mouth,
you seemed to know me and spoke the truth,

professing aloud as if in
possession of some magical gift.

What is it?
Does it show all over my face?

Am I dreaming?
Or do you read my mind?

Take me back to the love I once knew,
the thoughts so pure and beautiful;

the joys so at hand
poured out my soul

that now only a mere taste I can feel
and doesn't nearly satisfy me enough.



CHAPTER: THREAD 5

In the Valley of the Bitterroot
The Beast in the Bog

"Harboring *unforgiveness is like drinking poison
and hoping your enemy will die."

Joyce Meyer, Beauty for Ashes

IN THE VALLEY of the bitterroot grows a weed called Hannabis Dandelinous, other
wise known as the "Crocodilion" for the pointed, white petals all around it thought to
resemble the teeth of a crocodile.  The weed's root when dried, ground to a fine powder,
and swallowed with vinegar is said to possess properties that help aid a soul in subduing
his enemy and in quenching the firry darts of the adversary.  Once ingested the taker falls
into a deep, hypnotic dream state and undergoes a series of hallucinations revealing to
him the enemy's weakness and the secret to taking down his rival.  Or so the stories
told…

WHEN I AWOKE in the vision, I was in a bog.  It was very dark, gray, and hazy.
Off in the distance I could see a human like black silhouette.  It was covered with swamp
weeds and algae from head to toe like a robe.  As it approached, the only thing I could see
other than the fen weeds hanging from its gruesome form were its eyes.  They were bright
yellow with black slits for pupils like those of a gator or cat.  It grabbed hold of me by the
hair at the scruff of my neck and collar, whatever it could get a better grip on, then it
dragged me through the muck and the mire to its awful lair.  When it finally got me to its
filthy hole, an enclave at the edge of the swamp, it was rank with old dead carcasses and
bones.  Green goo dripped from the walls and from overhead, and the ground floor was
crawling with bugs. Help me!…I cried to myself. This isn't working.  Wake me up from
this nightmare!  I was sooo cold!

The thing just sat there for a while with its head down and eyes closed as if
resting.  I was too weak and scared to even move.  Then a foggy ring of clouds began to
slowly develop around the creatures head, something like a dark halo.  After that, it was
always there and never left him.  There for a time the beast just went about its business
eating bugs and scratching its head as if I wasn't there.  When suddenly its ugly hand
reached out and pinched me, tearing off a small piece of my flesh.  In the hallucination
my flesh that hung between the claws of its first finger and thumb looked like tiny scrolls,



each one bearing a word such as INJUSTESS, INSULT, INJURY, and MURDER and
it just kept on picking.  Oh, such agony!  As it put the pieces into its mouth to eat I could
see the occasional flashes of sharp white teeth through all the mess hanging on its face.  I
knew the more it ate the weaker I would become.  I had to get out of there.  It was eating
me alive!  That night the beast fell asleep, so I made a break for it, escaping back out into
the quagmire.  I was blind.  I couldn't see a thing as I sloshed and stumbled through the
thick, black, smelly marsh.  I just kept moving as fast and as far away from that retched
monster as I could get!

When I finally wakened from the quest, there was a dark foggy ring around my
head that only I could see.  I couldn't shake it.  "This bitterroot is a lie!  I don't believe it
works!" I wretchedly complained.  It seems the creature carries a hex instead of a heart
a spell, one that is very difficult to break and most men never do.  It's called "THE
GRUDGE," and it makes a person feel angry, depressed, and small.  The rocky walls of
the spell's illusion are covered with slime and almost impossible to negotiate.  You have
to fight with all your might and every ounce of your strength to get out!  What's better is
to implore the help of others some friends, the higher power, or both, and they can
throw you a rope.  No, the Valley of the Bitterroot is no place to play nor to try and find a
solution.  It will just land you in a bog being eaten alive, fighting for your very life to get
out from under a curse if you make it out at all!  Leave the Hannabis Dandelinous
alone!  Don't take the root of the Crocodilion.  Leave it in the ground where it belongs!



Many a Shoes & Boots`10

Many a shoes with worn out soles,
regalia of days gone by.
Hats and jewels in multitudes of hues,
not captured on silken screen.

Many a smile,
wallowing away awhile;
personal, proud moments,
blue and ugly ones too;
some lost or left out to rot,
waxing and waning with the tides;
seen only in a torrent of memory
swiftly moving.

Hot looks,
boots with hooks,
and free flowing patterns,
not great of sparkle or bone,
a life not followed by a lens.

The Indian shy face
turns his back to the flash and walks away.
He'll keep his spirit to himself today.
Another outdoorsman
with a knapsack on his back,
turns and thumbs his nose at the photographer.

Oh, the many a shoes or boots
with taps on heels,

clickin' down the avenue,
hunting downtown's bargain basement deals.

Top hat, tomcat,
floppy hat with a feather,

surely these boots have seen better weather.
Brand spankin' new Doc Martens,

marching to the beat;
my militant dandies;

salute and say cheese!
Hold that smile.

Now you've got the knack.
You'd look good in a gunny sack.

Out on the town
in your soft, fringed buckskin boots,

stomp, slide, and spin;
cool steppin' cross the dance floor

in an Indian dance.

The recorded history
that remains may be enjoyed,

but Oh, the many a shoes and boots,
worn out faded and forgotten hues,

kicks, lids, and regalia of days gone by.
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Rain`79

Sprinkle dots my window,
speckles on the glass,
then soon the pane is a blur,
glazing like icing down a cake.

Suited now and walking,
the wet stuff on my face,
large drops land in deep
like sparks fly up at knees
and double ringed circles
quick appear, then gone,
in shallows on the ground.

The liquid separates off the road
and flows into small rivers
that wind about the streets like serpents,
cool, steady slither.
When wind descends upon them,
it blows up ripples resembling scales.

In breeze stoked puddles, I think I see,
long, streaming, aluminum icicles,
blowing in the wind,
rip, sparkle, and wave.

Spouts gush anxiously,
bubbles mixed with foam,
and downpour sheets off rooftops
that don't collect.

After the rain,
the air is fresh and clean,
damp with renewed life.
With sun's return in a rainbow sky,
children play in ponds left
behind in the torrent's wake
while the winding, snake like streams
rush into gullies underground
and disappear from sight.



I Don't Chase the Butterfly`13

I don't chase the butterfly,
I let it come to me.
The sky gives birth and a galaxy is born.
Tiny moons encircle the planets.
The planets circle the star,
glimmering like a beaded sequin
on the garment of His Majesty,
the King of the universe.

The *metamorphi lands
and alights my consciousness.
What world will it bring me this time?
What fertile seeds of insight will be planted there?
What will it leave for me today to tell
some sights or sounds
an idea?

A droplet from the sea is in my cupped hands,
floating just above.
What does it contain for me to tell you of
some taste, the smell of the ocean?

All I can say for certain is,
there will surely be some message there,
if not just a feeling,
some wave of emotion,
a stitch of sorrow,
a strand of illusion,
or grain of truth,
something to hold on to
and remember.

No, I don't chase the butterfly,
I let it come to me.



Life is a Jungle`13

Life is a jungle
and a treacherous trail.
With our trusty machete in hand,
we cut through the thistle,
swinging from side to side;
chopping down branches;
fighting the whole way
until finally we reach a clearing
and it's free sailing once again.

Life is a jungle.
Sometimes in the valley;
sometimes in the hill,
we climb and climb
to reach our destination
and finally come to rest on the summit.
You can see for mile an endless vista
that seems to stretch on forever.

Life is a jungle.
When your in the thicket
wielding your sickle,
sweat pours from your brow
and into your eyes.
It's hard to see your way thru.
It feels like an eternity till the rushes
spit you out at the other end.

Life is a jungle
and a treacherous trail.
With its ups and downs;
its tearing away,
and expectations to prosper along path;
what you loose in looks and curb appeal,
hopefully you gain in wisdom and a steadfast stride.
The only thing I can tell you for sure is,
it will never end until we die.



        Indiscreet`80

"Hey, Mister.
Yeah, you, in the pinstriped suit

and gold pocket watch.
Can you give a poor girl the time of day?

Gee, thanks a bunch.
Now I'll be on my way.

But before I go,
let me tell you and the rest of the world

just what time it really is!
Do you have the time to give,

to help your neighbor and fellowman live?!
And Hey, Mister.

Can you spare a dime?"

It's time to WAKE UP!
It's the twenty-first century, no less!

Time to live,
not kill and die.

And though I may not
know you well, my friend,
we are on this star together.

When clouds hover over you,
does not the light still shine inside,
or does the rain drown the flame

as if you were only a mere candle?
When the sky around your head is dark,
why must you stab my cloud of emotion

and cause the rain fall for me?

Listen,
and you will hear

only the sound of resounding silence,
not the battle cries of days gone by

for the only battle we need fight today
is the battle for LOVE!

`79Autumn's Inner Wind

Just around the corner
is a cold, cold, wind

that makes me want to cry.
The name she claims is Autumn.
This year I'm greetin' her in style.

Gonna get me a taste of the highlife.
Miller's ain't the kind I mean.

This swirling crown of colored leaves
gonna make me a queen.

In a long, black cloak
and twirling with the leaves

dashing down the gabled lanes
alabaster joy de vive.

Her wistful song of dying,
a joyous symphony to me.

Why, in a season known for death,
I feel renewed and free?

Yes, she's come back to court me,
this time, here to stay.
No more chasin' after

them old dreams of yesterday.



      Little, Big Head`81

Lying on a soft carpet
of cool, green grass

one day when I was a child,
I felt like a feather

floating on the summer breeze
with eyes that could see

the crystal clear, blue sky,
and ears that could hear

the whisper of nearby wild fields
and the hissing of leaves in trees.

Was it a real day
or just a dream;

inside a crystal ball
or maybe just a bubble?

It was all in a moment that lingered
when we pull on the strings of memory

that hang in our mind's.

At story's end,
the vision floated away in a pink balloon,
far, far, away up into the cloudless blue

becoming a tiny speck in my eye
as it disappeared from sight

a long, long, time ago.

      Elementary`13

You are you and I'm just me,
Living in the human family.

He is he and she is she,
Living in the human family.

They're just them and they are they,
Living in the light of a brand new day.

We are we and they are them,
Living like you are my friend.

You are you and I am I.
Together we can reach the sky.

He is he and she is she.
Without each other we will surely die.



The Lost & Found`93

All alone in the dark,
Satan's accusatory finger
is pointed squarely at me, and it hurts.
Blamed for things I've done.
Blamed for things I haven't done.
I'm beginning to think I did do the crime.

The Savior knocks at the door,
but it sounds like miles away.
Someone out there must know the truth,
Someone!
God knows I didn't do it,
God knows!
He was there, my only ally,
though not near.

I am lying here in the devil's playground,
land of knives and gunfire,
baseball bats, spiked shoes,
and walking the razor's edge barefoot.

Frequent attacks
by ten-thousand maniacs,
Hannibal cannibals,
Sunday morning front stoop killers,
BTK devourers,
and other sex crazed imps,
all sneaking up from behind
when not guarding your ass.
It's your own personal bloodbath
compliments of Satan the motel manager.
He will be your tour guide
through this labyrinth of horrors.

From his control room,
onto our television sets,
he pipes in scenes of seductiveness,
violence, and pornography,
designed to overheat
and pollute the mind and body.

Perversion and thoughts more
twisted than spiral macaroni;
pleasure and pain all the way,
then complete confusion;
What do you reach for?
What saves you,
but a crack at self-righteous wit that
gives you enough courage to snap back?
Tiny lashes feel life feathers
to the amused beast.

Lost boy, Jim Morrison,
desperately in need
of some strangers hand
in a desperate lands,
screams, "Jesus, save us!"

Desolation and bondage;
sensual pleasures that lead nowhere;
seeking to quell an aching wound;
"I need a drug, she cried!
Shoot me up!
I need a fix,
something to make me feel good again!
If I could just run out naked in the rain,
I might be alright.
Jesus, I need a friend."



Life So Strange`10

In this second renaissance
the hands of time whirl so quickly
around the clock's dial
like running clouds in time lapse;
quicksand through an hour glass.

Every fifth year we've seen
a century's worth of change
from pee pots to microdots;
Clara Bow lips to microchips.
Victorian, nouveau, beatnik, hippy,
the boomers, gen X,
and the screaming me me's,
now all lie reposed in an old crypt
holding a rose.

Mine was a screwed up generation
courtesy of Kinsey;
*demiangels shot out from a cannon
like expressive, naked dancers,
each striking a pose,
then floating down into gentle piles
that litter the sides of the golden road
of unlimited devotion.

Photos in black and white;
memories of days gone by;
friends from the past and lovers
bring a tear to my eye.
Remembering young faces;
once lived in places,
gossamer ghosts of yesteryear;
the remains of social graces;
colorful beads of old ideals,
and moments flash cube,
I hold dear.

WAVES OF EMOTION
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Bridges crumble.
Waters recede or rise.

Even untouched, virgin land
has changed itself over time.

Trees enlarge,
pushing up through the ground,

shoving earth aside in all directions,
and new vegetation takes hold.

The sights and circumstance
of our beloved, aging faces,

gives proof to the reality
of the passage of time.

With every line and wrinkle;
each silvery strand;

every stroke of the brush
by God's hand,

we stand back in envy
of what we use to be

until the day comes to lie
back down in our crib and die.

All this aging and changing,
leading up to our eventual farewells,
unfolding with every new variation;

and each solitary facet;
all seems to me to be

the single most mysterious, surreal,
           sentimental, and strange aspect of life.



Sila`12

Sila was a girl with sun in her smile.
Her hair was the color of sand.
Her spirit, seeking beauty,
wandered far and wide the land.
Now, this Sila,
this Sila was free;
she always was
and always will be,
not bound by ties of blood.
Once grown,
she turned to face the world and asked,
"Will you have me?"
"Yes, I will, said the big, round world."

Still learning, still seeking,
she found herself in a land
bright and bursting with festive color.
Where skins are dark with sun kissed tan,
she met a love; she met a man.
There her belly grew big and round
like the world,
kicking with life inside.
Filled with joy to be a mother,
she straddled the big wheel
and rode it twice over.

The household dealt in native crafts;
of color, of cotton, felt, and leather.
Surrounded with lovely garments,
she adorned herself and wore them well,
this blue eyed lady fair,
in these lands of deep and brilliant color.
Yes, this Sila,
this Sila is free;
she always was
and always will be,
not bound by ties of blood.
Once her kids were grown,
she turned to face the world and asked,
"Will you keep me?"
"Yes, I will, said the big, round world."

Back to the land from which she came;
still learning, still seeking;
still a mother, still a friend;
and still marketing the things of tradition,
she travels the world over
capturing the beauty she sees thru her lens.

In the land from which she came
there are great, ancient, rolling mountains.
There she stands like a mountain lion
perched high in an enclave
surveying her domain.
Summer, green;
autumn, color;
winter washes them white.
When she feels the chill
groan deep in her bones,
she returns back to the land
where her children were born.

The rest of her story is yet to be told
or at least as yet unknown.
But one thing I believe
after her illusive capture on mental screen;
in the end
she will turn to face the world and ask,
"Will you let me go?"
"Yes, I will, the big, round world will reply.
For you are Sila
and Sila is free,
she always was
and always will be,
not bound by ties of blood."
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Needles & Brick`10

I am *interjected with needles
from my heart to the top of my head.
The words run through my veins
like some kind of secret serum,
then across the path of my eyes and I write.

As I build these pages,
these walls of brick and stone,
I move up and down on a roped
window washer type scaffolding;
constructing passages of line and word
with the mortar of spirit and truth.

Sometimes I move whole slabs to another section
or change out one single, inferior stone;
now swinging from page to page
like an acrobat on a trapeze.

I erect these buttresses and constructs,
the outer shells of rooms I live in;
my shelter, my building, my house
that all began on scratch paper many years ago.



The Gypsy`83

The gypsy's dress a whirl
was torn but sewn again.
Red as blood were her two lips.
And as her dress, her heart was torn
amid two loves betwixt.

The garb of her tradition,
black vest and ribbons red,
dowry coins hang from laces black
and scarves about her head.

The gypsy woman dances wildly
encircling the fire.
Sparks fly up at raven hair.
Men clap and feel desire.

Frisky fiddles sound through
the crisp night air
and so too the jingle of her
tambourine bells ring.

Sometimes sad and mournful,
frisky fiddles wane.
In the day God sends His reckoning,
a gypsy soul feels pain.

Free and stirring was her spirit,
and the caravan was life's way,
from city to village and town to town,
life lived from day to day.

Eyes aglow with passion,
deep and black as coal,
warmed at night by campfire's light,
the flames, the men, and song
that binds the band of many,
sojourn fills a life that's long.

Note: Along with the Jews, between 220,000 and 1,500,000 Gypsies were
exterminated on site or in Nazi death camps by Hitler's regime
 one of the largest mass genocides in history by any measure,

wiping out approximately half of the Roma world citizens of the day.
God Bless the Romani people.



Sweet Green Pea`82

Once a grave mistake was made
that caused a gift to be waylaid.
Smug in the month of August,
turned sweet and twenty-two;
dark in summer breezes on youthful skin,
she lay reclined, her gift delayed
until revealed another day.

The singer and the queen
compete in dire madness,
always one step ahead
and two steps behind the other.
Their darkly made up eyes a glistening,
they dance, and dance,
like two tops tightly spinning.
They unwittingly connect,
start to wobble and lose control
until they spill over,
white noggins, gowns splayed,
wiped out on the floor.

Once set to receive
the divine gift of an inspired race,
no longer to be postponed,
from out of the sky on a saucer
will arrive a sweet green pea
and will set the trends
for the twenty-first century.

Who will be next,
the next to receive?
Who will be the next one of you
to be set free?
Why, its a newly awakened sybarite,
still sleepy eyed, but ready to roll;
just another tomcat on the prowl,
roaming in the tall grass,
lurkin' in the brilliant, dark spaces of life.

`80The Queen's Dusky Jewels

In the moist, cool, evening air,
a peculiar light paints the sky

a deep, glowing, majestic hue of blue,
descending with the day

down the horizon line;
now washing the rolling field

a brilliant, sun born pink
where six knights on horseback

ride for the Queen.
She has requested their services

in retrieving some pilfered jewels.
They are now returning with the goods.

Oh, how pleased she will be
to see her beloved brooch,

her ring, her pearls, and more.

After the delivery,
the knights will feast and dine
with turkey on the drumstick
and spirits of beer and wine.

Frisky wenches entertain,
but one knight looks off afar.

He's making designs on the widowed Queen,
a plan to steal her heart.



Oh, Great Sheppard`80

Oh, Great Sheppard, we have wandered away.
Tell me why do so many go astray?
Do the sheep love the darkness more than the light,
Losing their way by the lusts of their sight?
For the flesh is weak and so to their faith.
Search for them Savior for Your name's sake.

When will the black ones return to the fold?
When will their hearts to You only be sold?
For children are innocent, childhood pure.
But 'tis in the fruits of the Spirit that we endure.

Firefly`12

Hands raised,
we lift our spirit and our prayers,
reaching out to lay hold
and grasp within the soul
that elusive bit of God's glory.
We open our hand to gaze at it
glowing in our palm like a firefly
before it quickly flits away
into the mask of this fallen yet still
beautiful world.
From behind the darkened veil,
a glimmer in His eye is all we may see.

LORD OF ALL`11
All the waters that flow;

The land and all that grows,
Our Creator made them all;

All the creatures great and small.
The sky and heavens up above,

He made them with His awesome love.

      The Weight`93

Against a bright, white, holy canvas
of God's creation;

engineer of time and space;
the artist and the medium,

we paint.

Our dark silhouettes
give
take
love
hate

defile
etcetera,

flipping like pages
in quick succession.

BUT BEWARE,
there is a spoiler!

And when we reach the end
of this ever rolling film,

the reels of our lives,
our souls our measured

not by deeds,
but by these,

the greatest of human attributes,
our weight in LOVE and FAITH.



      Joy of the Mountains`09

I could die here
in this land I've come to love

and feel good about it.
My spirit would just bounce up
off this earth and into the sun.

When I entered your lovely bounds,
you whispered hello with a rose

and decorated my hair
with blackberries and lilac.

Hear, the region's splendor,
so much the eye to see.

From San Francisco to Vancouver
the humpbacks appear

and ocean's home to Dungeness.

Fruited lands of redwood pines,
rocky coastline,
country of wine.

Ride the rails:
See mysteries revealing;

to old northwestern
underground cities.

Ancient volcanic mountain,
now filled to awesome depths

with resplendent, sapphire waters,
its shining, blue disc.

Snow capped Shasta,
caverns, mines,

and the steep incline ramps
for runaway trucks of log

upon great, rolling hills of light terracotta.

ROLLING
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Fog and snow,
haze of mist,

and sunlight's shading,
ever painting,
ever greens,

with brush of scented sage,
the holographic mountains
that never look the same;

keeping company with clouds
and seasons ever changing.

Bear and salmon,
desert, dunes,

and flower's rapturous joy to bloom.

"She flies with her own wings,"
is the motto of state.

Oregano means,
"joy of the mountains," in Greek.

Is this how she got her name?

Your moods are so variable,
moving across your *featuresque face,

offering your tears to the grower
and the growth,

but mostly you smile…



Seuss trees with tip tops oddly curling;
furry topiaries and bushy bunches

on arms of wiry, bending branches,
and sagging limbs of sloping slanted,

reach out like grandfather's arms.

Colossal, lava, earth flow paws
of lion and sphinx

align the great dividing river,
sheeting like turquoise glass

while steep cliffs of hillside and pine
rise to nested, privileged windows, gleaming,

boasting majestic views on the other side.

Someday I will be with God looking down.
I will be that happy face

inside a warmly glowing sun.
Let the birds sing on.
Let the sun shine on.

Let the wind blow on.
My spirit will be smiling down

upon my loved ones
and the lands I love.

`80Pinch of Country

The corn a row rides the roll
back into the far distant horizon

to greet the golden, rising sun.
Everything is clear and bright

with morning's indescribable light.

Patchwork quilt
in shades of Kelly and saffron,

and forest green trees embroider
the countryside scene.

At home in the crisp early air,
my mind and hands are busy to market

as I gather and prepare farm fresh foods
to fill our stall at the buyer's fair.

My cup is creamed and full
with a grower's favored blend.

A bird's song is in my ear.
There's a spring in my step

and breath in my nostrils
as I give thanks to God for the harvest

and this wonderful bounty.  Amen.



Blood may be thicker than water,
but Spirit binds with eternal ties.
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